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Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever (CCHF)
Ebola virus disease and Marburg virus disease
Lassa fever
MERS-CoV & SARS-CoV
Nipah and henipaviral diseases
Rift Valley fever (RVF)
Zika
Disease X

„Several diseases determined to be outside of the
scope: dengue, yellow fever, HIV/AIDs, tuberculosis,
malaria, influenza causing severe human disease,
smallpox, cholera, leishmaniasis, West Nile Virus and
plague. These diseases continue to pose major public
health problems and further research and
development is needed through existing initiatives.“

Other zoonotic viruses of relevance: hepatitis E, rabies

MERS-CoV – a paradigm of a zoonotic virus

MERS-Coronavirus
• 1. case: 2012 in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
• Severe respiratory syndrome due to a
novel coronavirus
• Evolutionary origin in bats
• High antibody prevalence found in camels
• Zoonotic transmission: continuos spillover
from animals to humans, few cycles in
humans, H2H transmission chain run out
• Import into > 27 countries, risk of global
spread
• Estimated R0 < 0,5 (Drosten, Meyer,
Müller et al., New England Journal of
Medicine 2014)
• All major human outbreaks were hospitalrelated
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MERS-CoV has been circulating in dromedaries all over the African
continent/ Middle East

Kiambi et al, 2018

MERS-CoV has been circulating in dromedaries all over the African
continent/ Middle East

Kiambi et al, 2018

?
General population

Risk group

MERS-CoV seropositive 0.15% Sheperds 2.3%
Slaughterhouse workers 3.6%
Müller et al., Lancet Infect. Dis.2015
Slide kindly provided by B.Meyer
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MERS – a regional zoonosis with travel-related spread

In Germany: 3 imported cases
• Essen (2012)
• München (2013)
• Osnabrück (2015)

2266 laboratory-confirmed cases, 804 deaths, 27 countries (WHO, date of 10/2018)
Map: European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC), updated July 2017

Control of MERS-CoV
• Behavioural changes: Recommendations to limit
exposure, identify risk groups (farmers/sheperds, abbatoir
workers, animal sacrifices etc.)
• Vaccination of animals

Science, 2016

– No sterilizing immunity (infection despite neutralizing antibodies)
– MVA-specific antibodies cross-neutralized camelpox (-> acceptance)

• Vaccination of humans

– Safety and Immunogenicity of a Candidate MERS-CoV Vaccine (MERS001), Biological:
ChAdOx1 MERS (Centre for Clinical Vaccinology and Tropical Medicine, Churchill
Hospital Oxford, United Kingdom)
– Safety, Tolerability and Immunogenicity of Vaccine Candidate MVA-MERS-S, Biological:
vaccine candidate MVA-MERS-S (University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf,
Hamburg, Germany
– Number needed to vaccinate? Commercial interest in the vaccine?

Control of zoonotic viruses:
The case of Ebola

Ebola – a bat reservoir, but many unknowns?
•
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Myriad of animals & even plants screened for
Ebola virus
 virus could not be isolated from any wild
organism
Next-generation sequencing has not yet yielded
coding-complete pathogenic Ebola virus genomes
in samples from any wild organism
Genome fragments of Ebola strain Zaire in bats in
2005 (Leroy et al., 298-bp of polymerase)
Contradicting results on species of origin: Fruit
bats vs. microbats
Other species: Duiker, great apes
Ecological niche modelling has been done to
predict endemic zones for the Ebola virus: much
wider areas identified than affected by outbreaks
Seropositivity found in many humans and animal
in wide areas, without understanding the
relevance of this finding
Novel Ebola virus found in microbats in Sierra
Leone (Goldstein et al. Nat. Microbiol, 2018),
pathogenicity for humans unknown

Pigott et al, 2014

Control of Ebola virus outbreaks
• Significant progress has been made since 2015:
– Vaccine available (rVSV-EBOV, still experimental)
– Therapeutics (first randomised controlled trial starts right now in DRC
(mAb114, Remdesivir (GS-5734), Zmapp, REGN-EB3)

• Control of reservoir or contact at the humananimal interface limited
• Predictive power for the next outbreak remains
poor

Emerging viral zoonoses –
Success stories in control

SARS-CoV –
the first outbreak of the new millenium
Nov 2002-Apr 2003

Impact:
8000 cases
800 deaths ( 10% fatality rate)
Economic costs: 30-50 billion US$

Source: www.cdc.gov

Rhinolophus sinicus

Paguma larvata

Homo sapiens

Successful eradication of the virus: e.g. broad case-definition, strict ID
control, guidelines on PPE, patient management, aggressive contact tracing,
travel advice, WHO updates, banning of civet cats from wet markets
but: patients not highly infective in the first week, virus not highly
transmissible, quick availability of diagnostic test

Hendra virus in Australia
•
•
•
•
•

Emerged in Australia in 1994
Severe disease in horses and humans
Natural reservoir host in fruit bats
Case numbers: 70 horses, 7 humans
Human infection: horses only, not bats!
Source: WHO

Control by:
• Vaccination of horses
• Monoclonal antibody (exp. post-exposure
prophylaxis), humans
• Surveillance

Wang et al., 2014

Ahead of control:
Prediction of the next zoonotic virus ?

Predicting the next outbreak?
Globald Virome Project:
• Detect the majority of our planet’s unknown viral threats
• Total number of potential zoonoses: 631,218 - 826,647
• Discover 71% of unknown viral diversity for $1.2 billion
• Cost of EIDs over the next 30 years: US$2.3 trillion

“no amount of DNA sequencing can tell us when or where the next viral
outbreak will appear” - rather more proactive & real-time surveillance,
rapid detection & diagnosis, primarily in human populations
• New digital technologies & artificial intelligence: A new apporach in
epidemic forecasting? (Joint initiative UniGe & Swiss TPH)

Carroll D et al. The Global Virome Project. Science. 2018 Feb 23;359(6378):872-874; Holmes EC, et al.
Pandemics: spend on surveillance, not prediction. Nature. 2018 Jun;558(7709):180-182

Control of viral zoonoses –
Summary and challenges
For human medicine:
• Detection of outbreaks almost exclusively in the human population
• Our ability to predict is currently low
• New zoonotic diseases: Detailed knowledge on reservoir crucial for control
• In most cases: Elimination not possible  control!
For veterinary medicine:
• Include viruses that do not present as veterinary agents
• Wide implementation of vaccination, associated challenges
• Many reservoirs in wild-life, research questions extend beyond veterinary
medicine (e.g. disease ecology, conservation)
Overall challenges:
Emergence at the human-animal interface needs a One Health approach
for detection, surveillance and control – But challenges are not only
grounded in biology of reservoir and host/medicine, but also in political &
economical will and in the society

Save the date!

12 sessions, 30 top-level international speakers from
12 countries, „out-of-the-box“ evening lectures!

@gcevd

Thank you for your attention!

